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ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL
WOODHILL HOUSE, ABERDEEN, 30 APRIL, 2015
Present:

Councillors W A Agnew, D R Aitchison, Amanda J Allan, Anne M Allan,
P J Argyle, P W Bellarby, A A Bews, G Blackett, A S Buchan, C C Buchan,
G W Carr, R A Cassie, E H Chapman, R J Christie, G J Clark, K L Clark,
L Clark, J B Cox, A J C Cullinane, I Davidson, J B Dick, A C Duncan,
A Evison, K A Farquhar, M A Findlater, M A Ford, A Gardiner, J N Gifford,
A S Grant, I W Gray, A Hendry, F C P Hood, W Howatson, M F Ingleby,
J Ingram, P K Johnston, M C Kitts-Hayes, J J Latham, S M Lonchay,
C R McKail, F McRae, T Malone, R J Merson, I J Mollison, C H Nelson,
A K Norrie, P Oddie, G L Owen, H Partridge, L Pirie, S W Pratt,
E A Robertson, M J Roy, W A C Shand, N J Smith, S W Smith, D Stewart,
B H Stuart, I S Tait, R G Thomson, B A Topping, H W Vernal, I M Walker and
J Webster.

Apologies:

Councillors R Cowling, D A Ross, J J Strathdee and M Watt.

Officers:

Chief Executive, Director of Business Services, Director of Communities,
Director of Education and Children’s Services, Director of Infrastructure
Services, Head of Finance, Head of Legal and Governance, Head of Planning
and Building Standards.
CHAIR

Councillor J Webster, Provost of the Council, presided.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Provost referred to recent awards achieved by the Council, including a COSLA Gold
Award for the Aberdeenshire Library and Information Service and the Scottish Prison
Service to create a ground-breaking library service in the new prison and young offenders’
institution in Peterhead, and COSLA Bronze Awards in four other categories.
The Provost also paid tribute to Dr Christine Gore, Director of Business Services, who was
attending her final meeting of the Council before taking up the post of Shared Strategic
Director working across Cotswold District Council and West Oxfordshire District Council.
1. DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
The Provost asked members if they had any interests to declare in terms of the Councillors’
Code of Conduct. No interests were intimated.
2. PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY
In making decisions on the following items of business, the Council agreed, in terms of
Section 149 of the Equality Act, 2010:(1)

to have due regard to the need to:(a)
(b)
(c)

eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it.
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where an Equality Impact Assessment was provided, to consider its contents and
take those into account when reaching their decision.
3. MINUTES

The following Minutes of Meetings were considered and, in regard to delegated matters,
were approved as correct records, and in relation to non-delegated matters the
recommendations were approved.
(1)

Aberdeenshire Council on 12 March, 2015.

(2)

Local Review Body on 30 January, 2015.

(3)

Formartine Area Committee on 10 February, 2015.

(4)

Kincardine and Mearns Area Committee on 10 February, 2015.

(5)

Banff and Buchan Area Committee on 17 February, 2015.

Page 1586, Item 6, Local Review Body (LRB) Membership - It was noted that the Banff
and Buchan Area Committee had been unable to appoint a substantive member to the LRB,
and had agreed that the matter be referred to Full Council for consideration, and to request
that Full Council seek a radical solution to the operational issues arising from the LRB. The
Provost advised that the matter of a substantive member had now been resolved.
The Council agreed that a report on the operational issues arising from the Local Review
Body be submitted to the Planning and Building Standards Member/Officer Working Group
with the Chair and Vice Chair of the Local Review Body invited to attend.
(6)

Marr Area Committee on 17 February, 2015.

(7)

Scrutiny and Audit Committee on 19 February, 2015.

(8)

Buchan Area Committee on 24 February, 2015.

(9)

Buchan Area Committee (Special) on 24 February, 2015.

(10)

Garioch Area Committee on 24 February, 2015.

(11)

Social Work and Housing Committee on 26 February, 2015.

(12)

Local Review Body on 27 February, 2015.

(13)

Formartine Area Committee on 3 March, 2015.

(14)

Kincardine and Mearns Area Committee on 3 March, 2015.

(15)

Policy and Resources Committee on 5 March, 2015.

(16)

Banff and Buchan Area Committee on 10 March, 2015.

(17)

Marr Area Committee on 10 March, 2015.

(18)

Appeals Committee on 18 March, 2015.
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4. FULL PLANNING PERMISSION FOR RETROSPECTIVE CHANGE OF USE OF
AGRICULTURAL LAND TO FORM 8 STANCE CARAVAN PARK (PERMANENT
HALTING SITE FOR GYPSIES/TRAVELLERS, FORMATION OF ROAD, RECYCLING
POINT, BUND AND BOUNDARY FENCING - LAND TO SOUTH WEST OF ESKVIEW
FARM, ST. CYRUS (REFERENCE NO. APP/2014/3358)
AND
FULL PLANNING PERMISSION FOR RETROSPECTIVE CHANGE OF USE OF
AGRICULTURAL LAND FOR TOURING GYPSIES/TRAVELLERS, ERECTION OF 2
STANCES, TOILET BLOCK, WASHROOM, PUMP STATION AND RECYCLING POINT,
FORMATION OF ROAD AND BUND AND BOUNDARY FENCE - LAND TO SOUTHWEST OF ESKVIEW FARM, ST. CYRUS (REFERENCE NO. APP/2014/3360)
With reference to the Minute of Meeting of the Kincardine and Mearns Area Committee of
24 March, 2015 (Item 16A), a report by the Director of Infrastructure Services had been
circulated requesting consideration of two related applications for Full Planning Permission
for the retrospective change of use of agricultural land to form an 8 stance caravan park
(permanent halting site for gypsies/travellers), formation of a road, recycling point, bund and
boundary fencing at land south west of Eskview Farm, St Cyrus, and Full Planning
Permission for the retrospective change of use of agricultural land to a site for touring
gypsies/travellers, erection of 2 stances, erection of toilet block, washroom, pump station
and recycling point, formation of a road and bund and erection of boundary fencing at land
adjacent to Eskview Farm, St Cyrus.
The report explained that this was a planning application which, in the opinion of the Director
of Infrastructure Services, was considered to be of regional or national significance, and was
referred to Council under the provisions of Section A17 of the Scheme of Delegation which
reserved authority to the Full Council to determine planning applications in such
circumstances.
The Head of Planning and Building Standards introduced the application and stated that it
was confirmed by the submitted Flood Risk Assessment and by the consultation response
from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) that the site of the development
sat within the 1 in 200 year functional flood plain at this location and was subject to fluvial
(River North Esk) and tidal flooding and also a combination of both. There was also
evidence of pluvial (surface water) flooding. A drain/minor watercourse on the embankment
to the north west side and travelling around the north side of the site also provided flood risk.
SEPA objected in principle to both applications on the basis that they might place buildings
and persons at flood risk contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) and Planning Advice
Note (PAN) 69. The site lay within the undeveloped/sparsely developed functional
floodplain. They stated that their position was unlikely to change as they did not consider
that there was a technical solution and they had a shared duty with Scottish Ministers and
other responsible authorities under the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009 to
reduce overall flood risk and promote sustainable flood risk management. The cornerstone
of this policy was the avoidance of flood risk in the first instance. They also objected on the
grounds of foul drainage. There were also natural environment impacts in that the bund
which had been constructed on the north west and north boundaries of the site, partly sat
within the St. Cyrus and Kinnaber Links Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). This was
designated for its natural heritage interests of national importance (sand dunes, cliffs,
grasslands and saltmarshes which support a diverse flora). Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
had advised that the bund required to be removed and a full mitigation scheme for this
removal and restoration plan for habitats affected be submitted for agreement. While there
was an acknowledged need for Gypsy/Traveller site development, in the final assessment it
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was considered that the technical and extensive planning policy issues that the location, site
and the developments themselves raised were not outweighed by the other material
considerations. The applications were contrary to a number of planning policies and as such
they could not be supported as departures. The applications were therefore both
recommended for refusal. The Kincardine and Mearns Area Committee had agreed to
advise the Council that the Area Committee supported the view of the Planning Service to
refuse Full Planning Permission, and suggested that further consideration be given to the
Equalities Impact Assessment in relation to both the positive and negative impacts relating to
the safety risks of agreeing to have residents remain on site.
The Provost advised that a request to address the Council had been received from the
applicants’ agent, and the Council agreed to hear the deputation prior to the determination of
the application.
Mr A Seath and Mr I Walton on behalf of the applicants addressed the Council in support of
the application. Mr Seath stated that the proposal was based on the exceptional
circumstances of the need for Gypsy/Traveller sites and the recommendations were based
on planning policies. He believed there were solutions which could be worked out in
consultation with SEPA and that landscaping work could be done. Water quality was not an
issue. The development was sheltered and obscured from view and was of an open
character. There were material considerations which added weight to the argument in that
Aberdeenshire Council had not made any accommodation provision for Gypsy/Travellers for
over 20 years and this site would fulfil the requirement in south Aberdeenshire. Mr Walton
acknowledged that the risk of flooding was a valid concern but referred to the most recent
SEPA maps published in March 2015. He suggested that the area had not flooded in the
last 65 years and that any flood water would rise slowly, allowing time for residents to be
evacuated. The static mobile homes could be raised above the level for flooding and the
development could be managed by a flood emergency plan.
When asked, Mr Seath and Mr Walton indicated that they felt they had been given a fair
hearing.
Following questions from members, the deputation withdrew to the public benches.
Thereafter, Councillor Howatson, seconded by Councillor Nelson, moved that the Council
agree to refuse full planning permission for the following reasons:APP/2014/3358
(1)

The site and the access road are located within an undeveloped/sparsely developed
functional flood plain which is subject to medium to high risk of fluvial and tidal
flooding (1 in 200 year envelope) and a combination of both. There is also potential
for pluvial flooding. Caravan sites of the nature developed are considered to be a
highly vulnerable land use in terms of flooding in medium to high risk areas. The
development is; not for flood or erosion prevention measures; not for development
that is consistent with the flood storage function of the flood plain; and not for
essential infrastructure. The creation of the bund increases the risk of flooding from
the existing minor watercourse/drain to the north-west and north of the site, to the
adjacent property (Eskview Farm) and there is no capacity available off site for
compensatory flood storage to accommodate land raising solutions. As such, the
development is contrary to the precautionary approach and flood avoidance
principles set out in Scottish Planning Policy and the terms of Policy 8: Layout, siting
and design of new development and SG LSD8: Flooding and erosion of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.
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(2)

The development site is located within an area designated as Coastal Zone in the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012, and outwith a settlement boundary.
The development is also not for the redevelopment of an existing building or
development within the curtilage of an existing building which therefore requires to
utilise an existing coastal location. In any other case, development proposals are
required to demonstrate a need for being sited in a coastal location, and that social
and economic benefits outweigh any adverse environmental impacts. While
accepting that there is an identified need and that there are social and economic
benefits to the gypsy/traveller community, in this instance, it has not been
demonstrated that a coastal location is required or that adverse environmental
impacts are outweighed by the benefits. In addition, the site is at risk of flooding from
a 1 in 200 year event, there is evidence of a risk of landslip from the embankment to
the north west, and due to its nature, character, layout and appearance, the
development is considered to fail to respect the character and amenity of the
surrounding area. As such, the proposal is contrary to Policy 4: Special types of rural
land, and SG STRLtype1: Development in the coastal zone of the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan 2012.

(3)

While accepting that there is an identified need for sites to be provided for
Gypsy/Travellers, in this instance, due to the nature, character, layout, and
appearance of the development and cumulatively with the adjacent site in this open
coastal location, the development is considered to appreciably detract from the
character and appearance of the area. In addition, the development has not
demonstrated that it can be provided with adequate services in the form of foul
drainage facilities. As such, the development is considered to be contrary to Policy
7: Other special needs housing, and SG SHN3: Gypsies/Travellers of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

(4)

The site is located within the Kincardine Links Landscape Character Area which is
described as the flat coastal fringe which is vulnerable to development that would
alter its open character. Due to the nature, character, layout, and appearance of the
development in this open coastal location, the proposal is considered to represent a
form of development that is inappropriate to the landscape character of the area and
as such has an overall adverse impact on the composition and quality of the
landscape character, where this is largely unspoiled by obtrusive or discordant
features. By being located within the open coastal flood plain and where larger scale
development is generally set back from the cliff edge and coast on the elevated
terrain, the development is not considered to have respect for its wider landscape
setting. As such, the development is contrary to Policy 8: Layout, siting and design
of new development and SG LSD2: Layout, siting and design of new development,
and Policy 12: Landscape conservation and SG Landscape1: Landscape Character
of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

(5)

The bund to the north-west boundary of the site has been formed on land which is
designated as part of the St. Cyrus and Kinnaber Links Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI). The creation of this bund has an adverse effect on the natural
heritage qualities and interests of national importance within this part of the SSSI and
no details of how a restoration plan to mitigate the effects has been submitted and
agreed. No justification for the existence of the bund other than potential flood
protection has been submitted. As such, the development is contrary to Policy 11:
Natural heritage and SG Natural Environment1: Protection of nature conservation
sites of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

(6)

The development is to be served by a series of private foul water drainage systems
draining to land within the site. Given the scale of the development at a 120
population equivalent (in combination with the adjacent site), and lack of information
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in terms of hydrogeological assessment, this system is considered to be
inappropriate, particularly when the site is identified at risk of flooding, where subsurface soakaways will cease to be effective. It has therefore not been demonstrated
that satisfactory disposal of sewage can be achieved through connection to private
drainage infrastructure without negative impacts on amenity, public health or the
environment. As such, the development is contrary to Policy 9: Developer
contributions and SG Developer Contributions3: Water and waste water drainage
infrastructure of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.
APP/2014/3360
(1)

The site and the access road are located within an undeveloped/sparsely developed
functional flood plain which is subject to medium to high risk of fluvial and tidal
flooding (1 in 200 year envelope) and a combination of both. There is also potential
for pluvial flooding. Caravan sites of the nature developed are considered to be a
highly vulnerable land use in terms of flooding in medium to high risk areas. The
development is; not for flood or erosion prevention measures; not for development
that is consistent with the flood storage function of the flood plain; and not for
essential infrastructure. The creation of the bund increases the risk of flooding from
the existing minor watercourse/drain to the north-west and north of the site, to the
adjacent property (Eskview Farm) and there is no capacity available off site for
compensatory flood storage to accommodate land raising solutions. As such, the
development is contrary to the precautionary approach and flood avoidance
principles set out in Scottish Planning Policy and the terms of Policy 8: Layout, siting
and design of new development and SG LSD8: Flooding and erosion of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

(2)

The development site is located within an area designated as Coastal Zone in the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012, and outwith a settlement boundary.
The development is also not for the redevelopment of an existing building or
development within the curtilage of an existing building which therefore requires to
utilise an existing coastal location. In any other case, development proposals are
required to demonstrate a need for being sited in a coastal location, and that social
and economic benefits outweigh any adverse environmental impacts. While
accepting that there is an identified need and that there are social and economic
benefits to the gypsy/traveller community, in this instance, it has not been
demonstrated that a coastal location is required or that adverse environmental
impacts are outweighed by the benefits. In addition, the site is at risk of flooding from
a 1 in 200 year event, there is evidence of a risk of landslip from the embankment to
the north west, and due to its nature, character, layout and appearance, the
development is considered to fail to respect the character and amenity of the
surrounding area. As such, the proposal is contrary to Policy 4: Special types of rural
land, and SG STRLtype1: Development in the coastal zone of the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan 2012.

(3)

While accepting that there is an identified need for sites to be provided for
gypsies/travellers, in this instance, due to the nature, character, layout, and
appearance of the development and cumulatively with the adjacent site in this open
coastal location, and its proximity to an adjacent residential property to the immediate
north, the development is considered to appreciably detract from the character and
appearance of the area and detract from the amenity of nearby residents. In
addition, the development has not demonstrated that it can be provided with
adequate services in the form of foul drainage facilities. As such, the development is
considered to be contrary to Policy 7: Other special needs housing, and SG SHN3:
Gypsies/Travellers of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.
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(4)

The site is located within the Kincardine Links Landscape Character Area which is
described as the flat coastal fringe which is vulnerable to development that would
alter its open character. Due to the nature, character, layout, and appearance of the
development in this open coastal location, and cumulatively with the adjacent site,
the proposal is considered to represent a form of development that is inappropriate to
the landscape character of the area and as such has an overall adverse impact on
the composition and quality of the landscape character, where this is largely
unspoiled by obtrusive or discordant features. By being located within the open
coastal flood plain and where larger scale development is generally set back from the
cliff edge and coast on the elevated terrain, the development is not considered to
have respect for its wider landscape setting. As such, the development is contrary to
Policy 8: Layout, siting and design of new development and SG LSD2: Layout, siting
and design of new development, and Policy 12: Landscape conservation and SG
Landscape1: Landscape Character of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2012.

(5)

The bund to the north-west of the site has been formed on land which is designated
as part of the St. Cyrus and Kinnaber Links Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
The creation of this bund has an adverse effect on the natural heritage qualities and
interests of national importance within this part of the SSSI and no details of how a
restoration plan to mitigate the effects has been submitted and agreed. No
justification for the existence of the bund other than potential flood protection has
been submitted. As such, the development is contrary Policy 11: Natural heritage
and SG Natural Environment1: Protection of nature conservation sites of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

(6)

The development is to be served by a series of private foul water drainage systems
draining to land within the site. Given the scale of the development at a 120
population equivalent (in combination with the adjacent site) , and lack of information
in terms of hydrogeological assessment, this system is considered to be
inappropriate, particularly when the site is identified at risk of flooding, where subsurface soakaways will cease to be effective. It has therefore not been demonstrated
that satisfactory disposal of sewage can be achieved through connection to private
drainage infrastructure without negative impacts on amenity, public health or the
environment. As such, the development is contrary to Policy 9: Developer
contributions and SG Developer Contributions3: Water and waste water drainage
infrastructure of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012.

As an amendment, Councillor Ford, seconded by Councillor Johnston, moved that the
Council delegate authority to the Head of Planning and Building Standards to approve full
planning permission, subject to the following conditions:





Provision of a Flood Emergency Plan
Agreement about drainage and waste water treatment provision
Removal of the bund from the Site of Special Scientific Interest
Provision of appropriate landscaping
Other appropriate conditions to protect the amenity of neighbours and safety of
residents

The members of the Council voted:for the motion

(42)

Councillors Agnew, Argyle, Bellarby, Bews,
A S Buchan,
C C Buchan,
Carr,
Cassie,
Chapman, Christie, G J Clark, K L Clark,
L Clark, Cullinane, Dick, Duncan, Farquhar,
Gifford, Hendry, Hood, Howatson, Ingleby,
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Latham, Lonchay, Malone, McKail, McRae,
Merson, Mollison, Nelson, Norrie, Oddie, Owen,
Partridge,
Roy,
N J Smith,
D Stewart,
B H Stuart, Tait, Thomson, Topping and
Webster.
for the amendment

declined to vote

(20)

(2)

Councillors Aitchison, A J Allan, A M Allan,
Blackett, Cox, Davidson, Evison, Findlater,
Ford, Gardiner, Grant, Gray, Ingram, Johnston,
Kitts-Hayes, Pirie, Pratt, S W Smith, Vernal and
Walker.
Councillors Robertson and Shand.

The motion was carried and the Council agreed to REFUSE Full Planning Permission in
respect of both applications for the reasons detailed in the motion.
5. FIFTH REVIEWS OF ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR SCOTLAND - ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL AREA
PROPOSALS FOR WARDS
With reference to the Minute of Meeting of 24 April, 2014 (Item 5, Page 1563), a report dated
10 April, 2015, by the Chief Executive had been circulated, together with a proposed
response to the Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland’s Fifth Reviews of
Local Government Electoral Arrangements. The report stated that the proposals for wards
indicated that Aberdeenshire Council would have an increase in the number of councillors
from 68 to 70 with effect from May 2017 and there would be changes to some ward
boundaries to address issues of electoral parity. No changes were proposed to any of the
existing ward names.
The Council agreed to approve the proposed response to the Local Government Boundary
Commission for Scotland as set out in the appendix to the report, subject to adding to the
final sentence “and ask that ward boundaries should respect Council Area boundaries and
natural and community boundaries wherever possible.”
6. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SCHEME OF DELEGATION - CHILDREN’S SOCIAL
WORK SERVICES
With reference to the Minute of Meeting of 12 March, 2015 (Item 10, Page 1541), a report
dated 9 April, 2015, by the Director of Business Services had been circulated requesting the
Council to consider and agree (or otherwise) proposed amendments to the Scheme of
Delegation relating to the transfer of responsibility for Children’s Social Work Services to the
Director of Education and Children’s Services. The report advised that a comprehensive
review of the Council’s constitutional documents was in progress, and other changes to the
remits of committees would be brought forward to a future meeting, but the amendments
proposed were required to ensure a smooth transition of governance arrangements for
Children’s Social Work Services, given the integration of Health and Social Care.
The Council agreed to approve the proposed amendments to the Scheme of Delegation
relating to the transfer of responsibility for Children’s Social Work Services to the Director of
Education and Children’s Services, as set out in Appendix A to this Minute.
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7. APPOINTMENT OF ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH REPRESENTATIVE TO
EDUCATION, LEARNING AND LEISURE COMMITTEE
With reference to the Minute of Meeting of 17 May, 2012 (Item 10, Page 1567), a report
dated 18 March, 2015, by the Director of Business Services had been circulated advising
that Miss Giulia Bicocchi had resigned from the position of Roman Catholic Church
representative on the Education, Learning and Leisure Committee and that the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Aberdeen had nominated Mrs Mary Nelson to replace Miss Bicocchi.
The Council agreed to accept the nomination and to appoint Mrs Mary Nelson as the Roman
Catholic Church representative on the Education, Learning and Leisure Committee.
8. MACKENZIE CRESCENT, PETERHEAD - RESULTS OF CONSULTATIONS
With reference to the Minute of Meeting of 20 November, 2014 (Item 14, Page 875), a report
dated 25 March, 2015, by the Director of Infrastructure Services had been circulated
detailing objections received in response to public consultation on the proposed permanent
closure to vehicular traffic of Mackenzie Crescent, Peterhead
The Committee agreed:(1)

to note the outstanding objections received during the consultation process,

(2)

to approve the implementation of “The Aberdeenshire Council (Mackenzie Crescent,
Peterhead) (Prohibition of Driving) Order, 2015” as originally promoted, and

(3)

to instruct officers to continue monitoring the slope and bring back reports as
appropriate in future.
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APPENDIX A
AMENDMENTS TO SCHEME OF DELEGATION - CHILDREN’S SERVICES
E.

SOCIAL WORK AND HOUSING COMMITTEE
1.

The following functions of the Council are delegated to this Committee. The
Committee shall have full powers to decide on all policy issues and resource
matters (within agreed budgets) relating to those functions which have not
been reserved to the full Council or specifically delegated to any other
Committee of the Council:(a)
(b)
(c)

F.

Adult Social Work Services
Housing
Housing Benefit

EDUCATION, LEARNING AND LEISURE COMMITTEE
1.

The following functions of the Council are delegated to this Committee. The
Committee shall have full powers to decide on all policy issues and resource
matters (within agreed budgets) relating to those functions which have not
been reserved to the full Council or specifically delegated to any other
Committee of the Council:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Education.
Leisure and Recreation.
Personnel issues relating to Teaching Staff.
Children’s Social Work Services

